The isotope and isotone shifts in the nuclear charge radius and the thickness of the neutron skin are calculated for nuclei along beta stability by means of the Droplet Model. This model is based on a comprehensive inclusian of all effects which enter when the statistical treatment of average nuclear properties is extended. One of the consequences of this approach is a nuclear mass formula which gives new insights into the relationships between various nuclear properties. For example, it provides us with a means for calculating both the isotope and isotone shifts in the nuclear charge radius and relating them to the existence and thickness of the neutron skin.
The Droplet Model is based on an expansion of nuclear properties about their Liquid Drop Model values in terms of the two small quantities E and o, 
For a nucleus with N neutrons, Z protons and a total of A particles we can define the quantity I by the expression
and then the neutron skin thickness t (equal to R -R ) is given approxin z mately by
The above relations are discussed in more detail in Sec. II of Ref. 1.
In order to calculate the charge radius R or the neutron skin thickz ness t we must know the values of E: and 8 as functions of N and Z.
The appropriate expressions, which are derived in Ref. l, are
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if the entire neutron excess of these nuclei were in the surface (thus making the neutron and proton bulk densities equal). It should be stressed that the Droplet Model predicts the neutron skin thickness to be expected on the basis of statistical considerations alone. One expects that the skin thickness of any particular nucleus will also depend on the particular single particlb states which are occupied.
The anomalous behavior of the isotope and isotone shifts in the nuclear charge radius is related to the existence of a neutron skin. The quantity usually considered in these discussions is
The quantity 6( r 2 ) is the change in the expectation value of z 2 r proton distribution when a neutron or proton is added. In our case
for the (14)
The quantity 6( r 2 > is defined in exactly the same way except that z standard one uses for R the standard exp~ession z
The quantity of interest (13) The dashed line which is approximately constapt at a value of about one and one half, is the Droplet Model prediction for nuclei along beta stability and the experimental points are from a review paper by Quitmann. 9 The experimental points show considerable scatter which is presumably due to single particle and deformation effects. An extensive discussion of the microscopic origin of the 10 isotope and isotone shift anomalies is contained in a paper by Uher and Sorensen 11 and a related work has recently appeared by Brueckner et al.
In One of the most interesting aspects of treating isotope shifts by means of the Droplet Model was the discovery that previous explanations 7 ' 12 of this effect in terms of the nuclear compressiblity are probably incorrect.
In fact, in the calculations shown here nuc·lear compressibility terids to reduce the size of the isotope shift anomaly rather than be the cause of it. This is shown in Fig. 3 where the quantity (13) Since this term does not differentiate between the addition of neutrons and protons it does not contribute to the isotope and isotone shift anomalies.
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The second term, Lo , describes the dilatation of the nucleus caused by the neutron excess. anomaly. If the effects of the second and third terms canceled then the size of the anomaly would be independent of the value of K. In the work presented here we find that the second term in the parentheses is the most important and consequently we have the interesting result shown in Fig. 3 that a finite compressibility actually tends to reduce the size of the anomaly. Clearly the origin of the isotope and isotone shift anomaly lies not in the first term of Eq. (18) which gives the effect of finite compressibility but rather in the last term which simply represents the fact that the charge radius is smaller than the matter radius by half the thickness of the neutron skin. To see how the neutron skin thickness gives rise to the isotope and isotone shift anomalies we must examine the appropriate Droplet Model equations. If we solve Eq. (8) for the quantity (I-8) and substitute this into (6) we find that
It can be seen from this equation that adding a neutron to a nucleus increases 8 and A which causes an increase in t and consequently a reduction in Adding a proton has the opposite effect since this reduces 8 and increases more than it increases Thus, the anomalous behavior of both the isotope and isotone shifts is explained by this one simple expression which R . z shows how the neutron skin thickness changes when a neutron or proton is added to a nucleus.
In concluding it seems useful to point out that in so far as the isotope and isotone shifts calculated here agree with the experimental results they provide indirect support for the validity of the neutron skin thickness calculations Brueckner et al., Phys. Rev. 181, 1506 (1969 .
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